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Miggy is a system integrator specialized in solutions for the Internet of 
Things. We create the best suiting IOT solution to your whishes because 
we're experienced, creative and exible. Our passion is collecting data 
with the help of our latest technologic sensors. We proces, visualize and 
deliver data to any keyprocessor or system integrator.

Next level Business Intelligence

Business Business Intelligence helps organizations make and substantiate 
operational and strategic decisions. By adding IOT connectivity, you gain 
more insight into the daily activities and associated processes, resulting 
in a 40% reduction in management effort.

About our Solutions

* Actively prevents people from entering a       
   (crowded) space 
* Informs people before entering if an area is  
   empty, occupied or ‘’at max. capacity’’
* Review general traffic within a building

PPD DISPLAY

* Actively guards people within a room/area      
   from overcrowding (reports / alarms)
* Monitors room activity, occupancy and                
   general environmental factors
* Reports to central server

PPD BEACON

* Actively guards social distancing
* Informs users when in close proximity
* Reports status to central server
* Keeps a contact log

PPD WEARABLE

Smart office

Protect yourself and others from Coronavirus (COVID-19). 
The best way to prevent illness is to avoid being exposed 
to this virus. With the help of our PPD solution we ensure 
that people and business stay safe.

Personal Proximity Defender

We offer a solution to monitor people, rooms and other 
area’s to encourage social distancing to limit opportunities 
to come in contact with infected people. By use of an easy 
low cost standalone bluetooth/LoRaWAN beacon 
network we are able to detect people’s whereabouts and 
room occupancy by use of wearbles. A display can be 
added to inform people of the current room/area status.  

We offer a professional
safety service for you


